
PPPPROFESSOR MYSTERYROFESSOR MYSTERYROFESSOR MYSTERYROFESSOR MYSTERY    
Affiliations    
Solo d10 Buddy d6 Team d8    
Distinctions  d4/d8 

Seeker of the Sacred Centre 

Living Spellbook 

Better Living Through Extreme Chemistry 

 

Power Set: Grail Pilgrim 

Sorcery d10  Blast d8  Telekinesis d6 Resistance (Mystic) d10 
SFX: Make It a Double – Step up or Double a Grail Pilgrim die against a single target. Remove the highest 

rolling die, then add three dice for your total. 

SFX: (Al-)Chemical Boost – Before rolling, move any Mental Stress to the Doom Pool to step up a Grail 

Pilgrim die 

SFX: Magic Can Do Anything – Split a Grail Pilgrim die in 2D at -1 step or 3D at -2 steps. 

Limit: Hmm, That Wasn’t Supposed to Happen – Turn a Grail Pilgrim power into a Complication and gain a 

PP. Activate an opportunity or defeat the Complication to regain the power. 

Limit: Can’t Read This Sigil – Shutdown a Grail Pilgrim power and gain a PP. Take an action against the 

Doom Pool to recover. 

 

Specialties: 

Acrobatics Expert, Cosmic Expert, Medicine Master, Mystic Master, Psych 

Expert, Science Expert  

 

Milestones:  

Hunter 

1 XP when you do something reckless to gain occult knowledge 

3 XP when you risk the safety of others to gain occult knowledge 

10 XP when you betray or kill someone you love for occult power, or when you 

give up occult power to save someone you love 

 

Hunted 

1 XP when your appearance makes people afraid of you 

3 XP when you attract the attention of dark sorcerers 

10 XP when your life and those of others are at great risk because people want 

the information on your skin 



History 

One thing he knows for sure: he is a professor. He just can’t remember exactly 

from where. Nor does he know his real name. As a young man he set out to 

discover the true nature of the universe, the deep language that commands all 

time and space, the ultimate centre that the grail represents, and somewhere 

along the way, he lost the memory of his original identity. It was a quest that led 

him into the inner workings of the mind as well as the darkest places of the 

earth, and both journeys involved dangerous powers and health consequences. 

Feeling his age, he went for one last hurrah and got involved in a peyote-fuelled 

drinking contest with the God Huehueteotl, the Beginner of All Things, on top of 

an Aztec pyramid. He showed the professor the Eternal Ocean which held the 

codes, and in his dream-quest, the prof wrote it down on the only thing he had 

handy. When he woke up, the tattoos were on every square inch of his skin, 

even his eyelids. And he couldn’t translate them. Aware his body was running 

down, he began a new quest, this time more carefully, for knowledge as well as 

power. But old habits die hard. Also, Huehueteotl told the prof that the last time 

he let the secret of magic out, Tezcatlipoca unleashed Cortez on the Americas as 

price paid. Now the god of death’s Jaguar Men are on the earth, and the 

professor feels duty bound to hunt them down before they cause any trouble.   

 

Personality 

The prof has an addictive personality – to knowledge, to answers, to chemicals, 

to new experiences, to the truth. Like any addict, however, he wants all the rush 

and none of the come-down. This means he rarely considers the consequences 

of his actions, or tries to skip out on them where possible. If there is a fast and 

easy way, he’ll try to take it, no matter who gets hurt. 

 

Abilities and Resources 

Even a wizened, skinny human has at least 1.5 square meters of skin. Every inch 

of the professors is covered with the secret codes of the universe, the true 

language of magic. So far, he can read only about a quarter of it but it has 

boosted his magical skills considerably. It also makes him well-protected from 

hostile magic as most shields and wards seem to be on their somewhere. Of 

course, being a living spellbook, plenty of people want to read him, or flay his 

skin off to read later. Finding anyone he can trust to help him unlock the sigils is 

an ongoing struggle.  

  



THE THE THE THE 

BENEATHERBENEATHERBENEATHERBENEATHER    
Affiliations 

Solo d6 Buddy d8 Team d10  

 

Distinctions  d4/d8 

Fish Out of Water 

Freak of Nature 

Justice Lies Beneath! 

 

Power Set: Land Shark With Benefits 

Superhuman Strength d10 Enhanced Stamina d8  Wrist Spikes d10 

Enhanced Reflexes d8  Inhuman Senses d6  Enhanced Speed (Leaping) d8 
SFX: Area Attack – Add a D6 and keep an extra effect die for each additional target. 

SFX: Berserk – Add a Doom die to an attack, then step it up and put it back. 

SFX: Dangerous – Add a D6 and step back the highest die to increase your stress die by one step 

SFX: Fearsome – Add a d6 and step up your stress die when causing emotional stress through fear 

SFX: Invulnerable – Beneather has gills and lungs so cannot be drowned. 

Limit: Monstrous – Gain a PP and step up emotional stress caused by people fearing or hating you 

 

Power Set: Electric Shielding 

Enhanced Durability d8  Electricity Control d6 
SFX: Counter-Attack – On a successful reaction against a melee attack, inflict physical stress without 

spending a PP 

SFX: Immunity – Spend a PP to ignore all electrical attacks or stress 

SFX: Stunning Blow – Add a D6 and step up stress when inflicting an electrical complication on a target. 

Limit: Exhausted – Shutdown Electric Shielding to gain a PP. Recover by activating an opportunity or in a 

Transition scene. 

 

Specialties: 

Acrobatics Master, Combat Master, Menace Expert, Science Expert  

 

Milestones:  

Blood In the Water 

1 XP when you use more violence than is appropriate 

3 XP when you take a life without needing to 

10 XP when your murderous actions drive a wedge between you and your loved 

ones OR you let a sworn enemy live to redeem yourself 



 

Greater Depths 

1 XP when you learn more of your biological heritage 

3 XP when you encounter one of your own species 

10 XP when you abandon the surface to live below OR when you abandon your 

people to serve justice on land 

 

History 

Science found that exposing ants to extreme conditions caused hidden strands 

in their DNA to suddenly activate, producing super-ants. Being scientists, they 

repeated the experiment on the most prehistoric creatures they could find: 

sharks. The supershark they created had the shearing spines of a manta-ray, the 

energy defence of the electric eel, the lungs of a man and the heart of a hero. 

Fitted with bionic legs he was groomed to be a supersoldier but escaped and 

destroyed the facility, then sought out freedom and revenge for all others he 

saw imprisoned or enslaved. Later, he learned others of his species had survived 

since prehistoric times, but for now he believes he belongs on the surface, as 

there is far more evil there than in the dark depths below. 

 

Personality 

Groomed through biological, genetic and training to be the ultimate killing 

machine, The Beneather is not someone who is subtle. He prefers to murder 

first, and then ask questions about who else he can murder later. Finding the 

line between justice and revenge has been a long battle, but harder still has 

been coming to understand that he has the capacity within himself to do 

anything but destroy. Being so good at it, he forgets to even try other things. 

 

Abilities and Resources 

Although small for a shark, he towers over most men, and has strength and 

stamina to match. Small spikes protrude from his back, shoulders and arms, and 

twelve-inch razor-sharp shears eject from his wrists. He has trained to use these 

to terrifying effect in hand-to-hand combat – so much so that people often 

forget of his electrical backup. The magnetic field that surrounds him is not 

enough to stop bullets but can slow them down and is more than enough to 

stun anyone who gets past his blades. 

 

 



MISS SAPPHIRE    

Affiliations 

Solo d6 Buddy d8 Team d10  

 

Distinctions   d4/d8 

Poor Little Rich Girl 

MBA from Harvard And Don’t You Forget It 

Creepy Sapphire Fetish 

 

Power Set: Sapphire Creation 

Transmutation (Sapphires Only) d10 

Sapphire Blast d6 

Superhuman Durability d10 
SFX: Afflict – Add a d6 and step up the effect die +1 when creating Complications 

Limit: Glass Jaw – Her sapphire shields offer no protection from light-based attacks 

Limit: Nothing Living – She can only transform non-living matter 

Limit: OMG THE SHINY – Gain a PP and turn Transmutation into Mental Stress as you resist the urge to play 

with your creations. Take a Recovery action (regardless of Effect Die) to recover. 

 

 

Specialties: 

Acrobatics Expert, Business Master, Tech Expert 

 

Milestones:  

Go Away You Smelly Poor Person 

1 XP when you don’t realize how privileged you are and insult people as a result 

3 XP when you use money to get your own way OR choose to let people take a 

less efficient path without using your money 

10 XP when you buy and sell people’s lives by the pound OR when you choose 

to let something bad happen because spending money to stop it is worse 

 

Magpie At Heart 

1 XP when you won’t shut up about sapphires 

3 XP when you activate your OMG THE SHINY Limit. 

10 XP when you put your friends lives in danger because you’re obsessing about 

blue corundum OR when you break your obsessive behavior to save lives 

 

 



History 

Sasha “Sapphire” Miles was born to great privilege and soon developed a love of 

two things: jewelry, and the colour blue. The two things were perfectly 

combined in the item that soon became her obsession: crystalised blue-shaded 

corundum, also known as sapphires. By the age of 20 she owned the largest 

collection in the world but she just wished she had more. One night she wished 

for this more than anything else, and when she woke up, she was surrounded by 

them. Gifted now with everything she ever wanted, she briefly considered 

trying to buy or steal the rest of the world’s sapphire supply but couldn’t see 

much point when she could just make more. Instead, she gave sapphires away 

to business, charities and anyone she could find until she accidentally 

completely destroyed the sapphire industry and made the stone virtually 

worthless to anyone not designing a superconductor, optical laser or body 

armour. To try and repair the employment desolation she’d caused to various 

mining towns across south-east Asia, Australia, Madagascar and the US, she 

formed a conglomerate of sapphire producers to route her production output 

into technological uses (and what few jewelry demand is left), for a fine price, 

and then funnel that money back into charity work. With nothing left to obsess 

over, and no hobbies now to fill her time off, she decided to keep giving to the 

community by fighting crime. 

 

Personality 

Despite her wealthy background, her parents gave her little without her earning 

it, with sapphires in particular only produced after the highest of achievements. 

As such she is driven and obsessed, and demands the best from herself and 

others. She has no time for anyone who gets in the way of her obsession, or the 

greater good, but she has a good heart when she remembers to listen to it. 

 

Abilities and Resources 

Miss Sapphire can convert the molecules of any non-living substance into 

sapphire. She prefers to use this to trap her enemies, solidifying the air around 

them into inescapable crystal. She also likes to create a rain of sapphires to bury 

her opponents and cause minor pain. If she is really annoyed, she will throw 

sharpened spears of the material. Although she can create sapphire shields to 

protect her against most attacks, she avoids the front line of battle, and is not 

usually given to say, turning guns into sapphires or anything. Perhaps her 

greatest strength is her agile mind and her sense of business acumen which she 

uses to achieve in whichever field she encounters. That, and the world-wide 

technology empire she has built as well. 



DARK VEIL 
Affiliations 
Solo d6 Buddy d8 Team d10  

 

Distinctions   d4/d8 

Knows What Lurks In The Shadows Of Men’s 

Hearts 

Keeper of the Black Gate 

Madame of Mystery 

 

 

Power Set: Glimpse of Death 

Death Control D10  Death Blast D8  Mind Control D8 

Precognition D6 
SFX: Afflict – Add a D6 and step up the effect die +1 when creating Complications 

SFX: Enhance – Add a D6 and step up the effect die when creating Assets 

SFX: Vampiric – Add a D6 to a Death Blast roll. If you hit your target, assign an extra effect die as a 

Recovery Power for yourself or an ally 

SFX: Unleashed – Step up or double a Glimpse of Death power for an action. If you fail, put a die in the 

Doom Pool equal to the power’s regular level 

Limit: Great Responsibility – Gain a PP and shutdown Glimpse of Death. Take a Transition Scene to 

reactivate it. 

 

Power Set: Travel the Death Realms 

Teleport D10  Stealth D8    
SFX: Area Affect –Add a D6 and assign an extra effect die for each extra target. 

 

Specialties: 

Acrobatics Expert, Covert Expert, Crime Expert, Cosmic Master, Mystic Master 

 

Milestones:  

A Hell of a Job 

1 XP when you are distracted from the current problem by your other duties 

3 XP when you choose not to engage in a situation because you are needed 

elsewhere 

10 XP when attending to your duties causes a friend to die or an enemy escape 

OR you abandon your duties to save a friend or catch an enemy 



 

Too Many Secrets 

1 XP when you can’t talk to anyone because you are way too obtuse and stark 

3 XP when you keep secrets that would help you or others if they were known 

10 XP when you reveal to someone something that they should never have 

known OR hide from them something that will destroy their life 

 

History 

She’s not Death. Death isn’t a thing. But there is a barrier between this world 

and the land of the dead. And since the beginning of time, it has need a 

guardian. A protector. A facilitator. It’s a big job, and nobody asks for it, but 

when you get it you’re stuck for life. Literally. As an added bonus you age 

slower, but on the other hand you’re already half dead so it matters less. 

Jane Cannier got the job after she challenged the previous owner after being 

not ready to die in a car accident on the day she graduated college. Like a lot of 

people, she thought winning the duel would get her old life back, but she only 

became the boatman. It’s half a life, but she’ll still take it, and she makes the 

most of it by delegating and automating everything she can, and fighting crime 

in the meantime. Half a life at double the speed is a crippling agenda, but when 

you know when everyone’s candle will be snuffed out, you get a sense of 

urgency to your life. 

 

Personality 

Underneath her veil, Jane is fiery and ferocious, and will fight for what she 

believes in to the death. However, she found her fury was off-putting to others 

as a young girl so she learnt to wear a perfect veneer of silence, an ivory mask 

that showed no emotion and spoke to few. Enjoying knowledge as a source of 

power and naturally invisible, she also gained a talent for acquiring secrets, 

something she does reflexively now. That helps now she knows the fate of every 

mortal’s life, but also leads to lots of problems. 

 

Abilities and Resources 

As guardian of the dark veil between life and death, Veil can move people closer 

to it, or further away. This can cause terror, confusion and agonizing pain in her 

victims, and health and strength in her allies. She can also step in and out of the 

death realms to travel great distances, or simply cloak herself and others in the 

shadows that fill that land, making them invisible to the naked eye. Nobody 

wants to see death after all. 


